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This handbook is the outcome of A+  group work training, that took 
place in Italy, Tortona 2019. Training was part of Erasmus+  program, 

that young leaders from 10 different countries took part in. 

Training (Accepting interculturality to recognise ambition, manage, 
adaptation, enable action and be assertive) consisted of two different 

sessions. First session was from January 23rd until 1st of February. 
There were 20 participants all together. In the first part participants 
created sessions for young people to improve their teamwork skills 

and with a goal to implement those activities after in their own home 
countries. In this handbook all these activities are listed for future use.

Second session took place from 2nd of April until 9th of April. This 
part consisted of evaluating the activities and improving them through 

the feedback of other participants.

The trainers of the course were Alex Jbeily and Daniel Carter.
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In the first part of the training course participants studied 
how to create an activity, what points to take into 
consideration and how to be a better leader.
At the end of the training participants had a plan for 
sessions to lead in their own countries.
During the second part of training participants went 
through what they have done in their activities and 
through evaluation workshop they had an opportunity to 
improve their sessions. In this handbook are shown all the 
activities and improvements that have been created. 

Dear reader feel free to use these activities for your own 
purposes :)

Activities were planned and 
created using the method 

NAOMIE.
N-Needs
A-Aims

O-Objectives
M-Methods

I-implementations
E-Evaluation

Evaluation was carried out 
with the hat method.

White hat - Facts
Red hat - Feelings

Yellow hat - Benefits
Black hat - Risks

Green hat - Creativity 
Blue hat - Managing

Different roles in groups 
Saviour 
victim 

complainer
 helper

requestor

Process of creating the activi ties
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ENERGIZER
The energizer is an activity that 

can be run to warm up the team 
and promote group interaction. 
One of the purposes is to warm 

up the group for the main activity.

TEAM-BUILDING
The action or process of causing 

a group of people to work 
together effectively as a team, 

especially by means of activities 
and events designed to increase 

motivation and promote.  

EVALUATION
The evaluation is a look into your 

activity through different 
perspectives such as risks, benefits, 
emotions, facts, management. The 

idea of the evaluation is to 
improve the activity for a better 

use in the future. 

MAIN ACTIVITY
The main activity is the main 
subject of the session that the 
energizers are leading to. The 

aim of the main activity depends 
on a selected activity itself.

IMPROVEMENT
During second training 

participants gave feedback on 
each other activities and 

according to these feedbacks 
participants developed their 

activities further. 

Every session is divided in different sections that are: 

Defini tions and instructions
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What are the benefi ts of group work?

?More hands make for lighter work.? 
?Two heads are better than one.? 

?The more the merrier.?

?If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.?

These quotes speak to the potential groups have to be more 

productive, creative, and motivated than individuals on their 

own.
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 ENERGIZERS
 Samurai
- The samurai has the hands together and his or her task is to cut someone on the 
other side of the circle
- A person blocks the attack by putting the hands together in the air (on top of the 
head)
- Participants next to the blocker cut in stomach of the blocker
- At this point the blocker sends cut to other person on the opposite side of the circle.
 Number?s game
- The group walks in space and tries to shout numbers one at the time with out order 
if two or more people shout same number at the same time exercise starts from the 
beginning.

Theatre

 Main activity

 Living Painting

- 1° Step: The group has to act out the painting that they are shown;

- 2° Step: The group has to act out a painting which they made themselves. Theme is love.

- 3° Step: The group has to act out painting which they made themselves with conditions (for 
example 10 legs on the floor; 10 hands in the air and 5 people can?t touch the floor).

 Boat Game

- Divide class in groups (boat) of 5 to 7 people;

- Each person in the boat has special role (pregnant woman; pope; boat engineer; 
president; 

doctor with cure for cancer; stranger; famous artist);

- Boat starts to sink and groups have to select one person to save;

- Discussion within groups or boats;

- To make it more funny, you can let the boats sail around and invent background story 
(delegation of Wartorn State of Tortonia that goes to United Nations to seek peace).
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 Evaluation
- What happened?
- Did anybody any preferences?
- Was easy to decide? How did you decide? (7 hats)
- How did you feel? How the selectors and the selected feels?
- Would somebody change the main decision?
- Is there a right answer?
- Have you related your decision to real life or have you only imagine?
- Have you fun?
- Did you liked these activities?

 Improvements
This workshop did go well but one thing i would approve is my organisation skills 
because i found it that the pantispants were waiting while i set up the activiety so next 
time i would arrive a little bit early to have the activie already set up.
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Pantomime

 Energizers
 Ninja game
People stand in a circle. Everybody standing in the karate stand, one hand in the 
middle. Then everybody takes one step back. Only one can move (hands, legs) at the 
time. The aim is to touch other persons' hand. When one has moved, he/ she has to 
freeze to the position. If hand is touched, it has to be moved from the game. After two 
hands are moved, person is out form the game.
 Pistolero
People stand in a circle. Trainers count 1-2-3 and then everybody has three options to 
do (with hand gestures):
shoot somebody (pistols with hands)
defend yourself (hands cross over chest)
reload you gun (pistols towards the ceiling)
And you have to reload your gun after every three shots. When you have been shot, 
you step back out of the game.

 Main activity
Children will be divided into 3 groups with 3 different roles - interpreters, actors and 
guessers. Each group will have a task in which the best strategy has to be developed 
in order to achieve the goal of the game. The goal is to collect as many points as 
possible in 8 minutes. The group of interpreters is given a card with a flag of EU 
country and a word written in the language of that country. Interpreters have to 
translate the word into English and pass it to group of actors. Actors will perform this 
word using pantomime and not using any sound. Group of guessers has to guess the 
word. Guessers have only three trials. Each guessed word means one point and the 
activity continues till the time of 10 minutes is reached. Afterwards, the groups will 
switch their positions so everyone tries a different role.

 Evaluat ion 

The trainers lead children in elaborating on what they learnt in the activity and what they improved in 
as a team, when they had to change the role. Also they evaluated what can be improved in.

 Im provem ent s

Next time the energizers should be something that would prepare the participants for pantomime, so 
they would be more into acting already. When kids are really energetic then the main activity should 
be more moving for them, so they wouldn't get bored of sitting in one place. For example have to run 
to take the word to another team. 
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 Energizers
One ball, going from person to person, each person in his/ her turn telling four things 
about him/herself in english. Trainers start.
My name is ...
I come from ...
My favorite food is ...
My hobby is ..
Making juggling balls
Groups of about four person. Bottle of rice, two scissors, three balloons per person, 
tape going around.
One of the trainers explain how the ball is done and does one example ball while 
explaining. Others go around and help

Main activity
First there is only one ball and the ball is going around from hand to hand so
that the ball is on top of fist and other person puts his/ her fist on top. People
switch their hands (top to down, down to top) and ball continues going
around the circle. More balls added.
Next ball is given on the back of the palm and going around the circle.
Ball is put on top of head and towards next person the person with the ball nods and 
the person next to catches it.
One ball juggling
Everybody are taking their own balls:
Going through different variations of throws, starting from beginning.
- From hand to hand
- Clapping while ball is in the air
- Same hand catching than throwing
- Throwing ball from one hand to another horizontally in front of a person, more 
down, above the head, small distance, long distance ..
- Throwing ball under ones arm, putting arm to your friends shoulder, forming a 
circle. From inside to outside and from outside to inside
- Throwing ball under your leg (inside, outside, basketball)
Pair juggling
Three ? four different variations, depending how much time we have and how people 
learn.
- Facing each other, two balls, same hand to same hand
- Facing each other, two balls, throwing cross with one hand, first one, then other
- One sitting, other above, three balls. Doing cascade formation with two people. One 
sitting throwing the balls in the air, one above catching and dropping balls for the 
person sitting.

Juggling
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Evaluation 
Forming circle again. Maybe sitting on the floor. Sound evaluation game. Everybody 
gives a sound depending how they have liked the workshop.
Then we explain why we did all the activities and discuss, ask comments etc.

Improvements
Having solo juggling and pair juggling in same session was a bit too much. Next time 
either one will be chosen.  And ball making would better fit at the end of the session 
so those who are faster can practice on their own.  
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Dance
Energizers
Presentation and talk about dance: What is dance ? How do you feel when you
dance? What do you think about dance ? Do you think that it is possible to dance 
when
you don't feel happy ?
Basic movements

Main activity
The circle dance: SHOW YOUR TALENT
-With the help of a ball everyone is going to do dance and the rest will follow this
movement. At the end we all dance at the same time
The blind dance: They all are going to be blinded then dance to different music in 
order to express themselves without being judged.
Choreography
We'll try to make an easy choregraphy

Evaluation 
What did you feel? Did you like it? What's the difference between the circle dance 
and the blind dance? Other feedback?

Improvements
For the activities we brainstormed ideas of how to adapted the sessions for younger 
kids, through past experiences we came up with ideas such as  "the gun game" this 
was a game were the objective is to be the last person alive. the instructions of how 
to play this game can be found in "Mini Olympics workshop". We changed to this 
game because we could tell that the kids were really enjoying it.
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Palet workshop
Energizers
Draw me
Two people stand in front of each other and must draw themselves without looking
at the sheet on which they draw, only looking at each other.
Imitate me 
We stand in a circle, a person makes a gesture, the rest of the group reproduces
this gesture. Then the person who started the gesture sends this right to another 
person who
makes another move and so on.
Fire - water - thunder 
On the left of the room is the space corresponding to the fire, on the right is the 
space corresponding to the water. The facilitator says one of these two words and the 
participants must run to reach this space. When the host says thunder the 
participants have to squat. Whenever participants are mistaken or hesitant, they are 
eliminated.

Main activity
There are four teams (or more depending on the number of participants). The goal 
of the game is to reach the finish by scoring as many points as possible. How to 
score points? Score points by reaching the finish with balls on the table. Participants 
must move and complete a certain course by carrying a table on which there is a 
ball or balls. Participants will have to coordinate not to drop balls. This is done in the 
form of relay, the first group joins the second and passes the table (without 
depositing or dropping the balls), the second is the same to the third and so on.
Depending on the abilities of the group, it is necessary to set a number of points to 
reach (10-15-20 ???). For varied activity, we modify the balls, from the easiest to the 
most difficult (basketball, handball, tennis ball, kicker ball, ...). Another variation: 
increase the number of balls on the table.

Evaluation 
Six mattresses are placed in the room. Each mattress corresponds to an emotion that 
they could feel (joy, anger, frustration, confident fear, OTHER). The animators are the 
hunters, so young people must quickly take refuge on the mattress that represents 
the emotion they felt. Once everyone has reached their mattress (their emotion), she 
explains why she chose this emotion.

Improvements
We improved this activity by having more kids on the team so when they lift the pallet 
it would not be so heavy we adapted this because there is a less chance for the kids 
to get injured or hurt and when we first did this activity the participants were older 
and stronger so they could handle more weight. We also changed our evaluation to 
a more relaxed approach we did this because we fond it was a lot more appealing 
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Gym and acro
Energizers
1. Zip Zap Zog - everybody gets into cirle and we play the Zig Zag Zog game
2. Number catching Game- one catcher, others are runners. Caught runner becomes 
a catcher. When a number is said, the amount of people forms a row to be safe
3. Castle game - two people form a castle, one person is a princess inside. ?Castle?: 
castle finds a new princess. ?Princess?: Princess finds a new castle. ?Tornado?, 
everything changes.

Main activity
Parachute game - everybody gets into circle and every person is going to pick a role 
from the hat 4 roles: Collaborators, sleepers, cats/ dogs, Not working together). 
People try to flip the parachute standing on it. Second run: No roles, collaborative.

Acrobatics
1. warm up: Monkey tree game 
Pairs, one is base (tree), one is the monkey (hanging as a backback). Monkey tries to 
go around the tree (under the arms). Difficult task, 1-2 attempts, no necessary to 
success.
2. Pair acro (groups of fours)
a. Base on four limbs
i. fours - fours
ii. fours - surf
iii. fours - feet
iv. knees - feet
v. If some groups are finished before others: Fours - airplane
b. Standing thigh lean
Groups of four - support for base on fours. Base sitting on the
support. Flyer climbs on thighs. One supporter.
c. Pyramid of five people
d. Group pyramid : Roles- bases, top ones, supporters

Evaluation 
Explain the purpose of the training: Collaboration/group work, helping and trusting 
your partners, communication, concentrating on instructions.
Get a QR code for the questionnary. Let children answer the questions on their 
phones. We will translate the answers after the class. Answers can be done in groups 
of 3-5. Each group should have at least one phone. We can share the wifi.

Improvements
Next time can improve with organizing things, cause trainers were preparing things 
for the session, but the kids already arrived, so they had to wait for 10 minutes. 
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 Energizer
Human Knot is a simple game that can be played without props both indoors and 
outdoors. This game teaches both problem solving and teamwork skills. Children 
stand in a closed circle, facing inward, and place their hands and arms in the center 
of the circle. At random, children hold on to the hand or wrist of their peers. The 
challenge is now for the children to disentangle themselves. This game works best 
with small- to medium-sized groups. To make the task more challenging, try having 
the children complete the activity without talking is they find it too easy to complete. a 
second energizer i  did was "gun game" the objective of the game to be the last 
person alive, on the count of 3 the kids chose 1 of 3 options (shoot, reload,block) 
you can shoot someone block yoursefl from a shot but you only have 3 bullets so 
every time you run out of bullets you need to reload whch will leave you open to be 
killed because you can not block.

Mini Olympics

 Main activity
?Mini Olympics? the game is simply a smaller version of the Olympics with events 
such as long jump 100m sprint ECT. 
The games will all be slightly changed for example (instead of 100m sprint It will be 
a 20m fast walk) there will be other changes such as this made to all events.. to first 
start the event I will divided the kids in the different teams (the amount of teams will 
vary depending on how many kids are there) there will be a point system for each 
event such as 5point 1 st 4points 2 nd ECT the points will be added up and the end 
to see who wins the event,,there will be extra points for good sportsmanship and for 
teams that really encourage the people on their team.. only 1 team member and 
take part in each event and you are not allowed take part in more than one event so 
every member of the team does one event each (I will leave
them decide between themselves who does what event), this is all amount teach the 
kids about health competition and how encouragement and supporting your team 
members can really help them do the event better.

 Evaluation
Group evaluation. First evaluation in smaller (3) groups and evaluation in bigger 
groups afterwards. Bringing some food so they would be more comfortable with the 
trainer, cause this evaluation is more deep conversation. Talked to them about 
healthy lifestyle and encouraging them to support their friends to prevent more 
suicides in the future. 

Improvement
For this acttive i would change my energizer "gun game" because in my evaluation i 
spoke about suiced awareness and it was not  right to speak to the kids about suiced 
and then have them to fake kill each other.
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Thanks to representatives from different countries participants brought 
wide variety of energizers and different cultural approaches to group 

leading. Big variety of experience between participants reinforced 
everyone's skills in group management. 

The cultural differences and different values helped to evaluate your 
activities through different perspectives. 

The concept, such as team work, can be interpreted in different ways in 
different countries and only by understanding and considering those 

differences you can achieve aims and goals, which were set. 

Gaining good leadership skills requires will to expose yourself to failure 
and being able to learn from it. 

Even the simple activity can become challenging if the target group or 
the situation doesn't fit with the activity. The small nuance like this can be 

learned through experiment and experience. 

Thanks to A+  group work training course participants, have a great start 
on their leadership road.

Cl os
ing
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